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WELCOME NEW STAFF
In November 2012, the
Museum welcomed Anne
Ewen as Interim Curator
of Art and Heritage. Anne
has worked with multiple
museums and art galleries
in the capacity of curator,
project lead or director,
including the Glenbow
Museum, The Military
Anne Ewen
Museums
of Calgary,
Interim Curator
Fort
Calgary, Alberta
of Art and Heritage
Historical
Resources
Foundation and private corporations. She has
consulted for many levels of government,
providing policy and procedural expertise, and
numerous national non-profit organizations,
providing direction, funding initiatives and vision
planning. Anne is the recipient of the prestigious
Alberta Centennial Medal.

Opening day of the building which housed the Archives
of the Canadian Rockies, the Peter Whyte Gallery
and the Banff Library, June 16, 1968, (v692/c/pa-20),
Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies

ADMISSION BY
DONATION OPENS
WHYTE MUSEUM TO ALL

Marino DiManno
Dan Marinangeli
Hope Smith
Don Watkins
Andrew Whittick
MUSEUM ADMISSIONS
Admission by donation
MUSEUM HOURS
Including The Whyte Museum Shop
Open Daily
SwnrnerHours Qunel to Sept. 15) 9:30AM to 6 PM
Wimer Hours (Sept. 16 to May 31) 10 AM to 5 PM
Closed December 25 and January 1
ARCHIVES & LIBRARY HOURS
Open Monday through Friday I PM to 5 PM and
Tuesday,Wednesday and Friday mornings by 24 hr
advance appointment
Closed weekends and holidays

Call 403 762-2291 ext. 335 for more information

MEMBERSHIP
Become a Whyte Museum Member,
please contact Natalie Fedrau at 403-762-2291
extension 315, or natalie@whyte.org
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TheWhyreMuseumisa memberoftheAlbertaMuseums
Associationand the CanadianMuseumsAssociation.

Nathalie Delbecq's link
to the Whyte Museum
began as a summer
student ten years ago.
It was then that her
passion for the Rockies'
history and nature was
sparked and she was
destined to come back.
Since
then
Nathalie
Nathalie Delbecq
worked for Parks Canada
VisitorEngagement
for six and half years,
Assistant
mostly as an interpreter
for the Park and National Historic Sites. During
that time she also helped out at the Whyte
Museum as a volunteer. Now Nathalie is happy
to return to the Museum in a full time capacity
as the Visitor Engagement Assistant.

Donna Scott is enjoying
her new position at the
Whyte Museum as an
Interpretive Tour Guide.
On an on-call basis,
Donna will lead Heritage
Home tours, sharing with
v1s1tors Banff's vibrant
and colourful history,
including its pioneering
Donna Scott
residents, the homes they
Interpretive Tour Guide
built and the wonderful
legacy they've left behind.
A Bow Valley resident, Donna is author of the book
Out'n About: A fun and .friendly guide to Ban.ff &
Canmore .

On Back to Banff Day, in 1978, one of the Whyte
Museum's founders, Catharine Robb Whyte
shared the following thought about the Museum.
"We want it always to be a friendly and pleasant
place where everyone is welcome - Banff residents
and visitors from all over the world. We especially
hope that young people will learn from the history
of their past and appreciate the beauty around
chem ." With this in mind, effective immediately
and through to September 2013, visitors to the
Whyte Museum will be admitted by donation, in
place of Museum admission fees. It is hoped that
through the change to admission by donation the
Museum will become more accessible, visitation
will increase and the widest possible audience will
enjoy the arc, culture and history of Banff and the
Canadian Rockies.
The Museum is considering the summer of2013 to
be a trial period for admission by donation. We will
contact Museum Members soon to clarify how this
exciting change will shape Members' benefits. The
Whyte Museum welcomes all feedback regarding
admission by donation. To share your thoughts
please contact Natalie Fedrau at 403-762-2291
extension 315, or natalie@whyte.org

FOLLOW US ON
WHYTE.ORG AND

IIG

Follow us online for up-to-date information on
exhibitions, events, tours, The Whyte Museum
Shop and our Archives and Library. To receive
monthly exhibition and event updates via email,
contact Pam Challoner at pchalloner@whyte.org

Cover image,from the exhibitionPicturingthe CanadianPacificRailway:
FrederickMarlett Bell-Smith,Trestles
at the Loop, 1890,watercolouron paper,Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies

MUSEUM NEWS

Edmee Moore'spaint box, gift of Charlie Reid;Three prong Caribou lamp,
gift of the Crosby family;Arc Deco LafayetteClock, gift of the Crosby family.

Canoeing at Vermilion Lakes, Banff, 1887 or 1888, (VI0/PD84(1)-27,
Boorne & May fonds), Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies

WHYTE MUSEUM
ARTIFACTSON-THE-ROAD

SHARE, SUPPORTAND SHOP ONLINE

In the spirit of professional courtesy, the Whyte Museum is pleased to loan
items from its extensive holdings to institutions in other centres. A selection
of items was recently loaned to MOCA Calgary for the exhibition 1912/2012
Made in Alberta (Part Three). Artistic Director Jeffrey Spalding spent an
afternoon exploring the collections and ultimately selected artwork by
Charles John Collings and Arthur Rackham plus artifacts donated by Charlie
Reid, Jimmy Simpson, Albert Maitland Perrin and the Crosby family. The
exhibition ran from March 7 to March 30, 2013.

Historic Canadian Rockies' images from the Whyte Museum's Archives and
Library are fabulous for gifrs or personal use. Now it's even easier for you to
share your love of our heritage and history with your friends and family, while
supporting the Whyte Museum. The new Quick Pies page on the Archives
and Library website www.whyte.org/archives/order makes it simple to select
and order digital and/or print images online. Proceeds from sales support the
Whyte Museum's archives, art and heritage collections.
COMING SOON ..• 'This summer books, stationery, prints and posters will
also be available for purchase online through The Whyte Museum Shop
website www.whyte.org/shop

Through the Lens
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Photograph by Scott Rowed

THROUGH THE LENS OPENING
AND BOOK LAUNCH

MORLEYSTUDENTSHAVEVISION FOR
BOW VALLEY

No one in attendance would dispute the remarkable energy in the Museum
the night of the Through the Lens 2013 openings, February 2. With over
100 past participants in attendance, along with families and supporters,
it was a fantastic reunion and celebration. The book Through the Lens:
Encouraging Creativity in Youth is a testament to the impact of this unique
Museum outreach program. It is available for purchase at The Whyte Museum
Shop with all proceeds supporting Through the Lens and Whyte Museum
educational programs.

Morley Community School art students enjoyed the day in Banff on March 5,
visiting the Whyte Museum and The Juniper Hotel & Bistro. After a tour of the
Through the Lens exhibitions at the Museum, the students spent the afternoon at
The Juniper Hotel visiting the Through the Lens:A Stoney Perspectiveexhibition
and learning about their ancestors' deep relationship with the site of which the
hotel is the current steward. "We honour that relationship of people to place"
said Peter J. Poole ofThe Juniper Hotel, "as the Stoney Nakoda youth help us
to see a fresh perspective."
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Tony Bloom, Landbuoy #6, 2012, aluminum, 48 " diameter

LA N D B U O Y S:

TONY

BLOOM

Written by Anne Ewen
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GA LLERY

Buoys have been used throughout history in bodies
of water co warn against the hidden dangers of
reefs, strong currents and underwater obstructions.
In the exhibition Landbuoys,Tony Bloom references
buoys as artifacts left stranded by vanishing lakes,
receding reservoirs, retreating geological seas or
melting glaciers. Bloom metaphorically evokes
these as sentinels warning of impending danger co
an environment under threat and the consequences
of water as a diminishing resource.
The impetus for the work originally came while
scrambling high on the mountains near his
Canmore home in Canada's Rockies. Bloom
was struck by the presence of fish fossils underfoot
and the realization chat he stood on terrain
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once located at the bottom of a vase inland sea.
Similarly he became enamored of erratics; chose
massive boulders carried by glaciers and deposited
in disparate locations miles from their origins.
Less a mystery than a delight, for Bloom they
represent a confirmation of the power of unseen
forces. Reflecting chat time preserves some
things and not ochers, the concepts of climate
change and the economies of natural order encroach
upon and inform his imagination and imagery.
Rhythmic by nature, Bloom's work is both
constrained and liberated by the structural,
musical, and mathematical fundaments of the series.
Thresholds and contradictions between materials
are balanced; functional and non-functional
qualities are investigated and che constraints
of technology are challenged. Some spherical
pieces seem to defy the logic of gravity as they
careen around co unlikely positions. Ochers appear
coo weighted co move but efforclesslyroll within

their restraining horizons emitting deep, audible
echoes of eons past .
Bloom was born in Japan and raised in Tokyo, Paris,
and Washington, D.C., before finally growing up
in Canmore. In 1974 he co-founded Stonecrop
Studios with Les Manning, Bart Robinson and
Bonnie Lebowitz. A cooperative ceramic studio
with a national reputation, it became a magnet and
springboard for a large number of clay artists. In
the 1990s Sconecrop transitioned co a solo studio
where the artist produces sculpture ranging in scale
from the hand held co the monumental, in steel,
bronze, aluminum, copper and other media.
A full time practicing artist, Bloom continues co
relysolelyon his studio practice as a means of support.
He is a thoughtful and accomplished artist whose
work is housed in prestigious collections and is
sited in the public realm throughout western
Canada and Washington.

EXHIBITIONS

Image above: Oscar Cahen, A Cagefar the Birdman, 1954, ink on artist's scratch board
(Maclean's Magazine, October 1, 1954 detail).© Copyr ight The Cahen Foundation
Image at right: Oscar Cahen, Carnival procession in Quebec City, reportorial illustration: "Quebec Puts on a
Carnival," Weekend Magazine, 1957, ink and watercolour© Copyright The Cahen Foundation
This bird 's eye view of the Quebec Winter Carnival street parade borrows from the expressiveness of abstraction,
establishing the impression of the scene without attempting to render detail. The energet ic, scribbled black linework conveys the hubbub of the throng ing crowd, the old architecture, and exuberance of the street parry. Black
wash over sky and buildings tells us it is nighttime, but Oscar leaves the street white to convey the snow and the
brilliance of the illuminat ed meet. In contras t ro the darkened buildin gs, primary colours punctuate the parade ,
bringing attention to the principal figure of the scene, Bonhomme, and guiding our eye up and down the street as
it winds from the rop of the picture to the bottom. This image ran posthumously in 1957, giving us an idea of how
Oscar's illustration may have developed.

#

OSCAR

CA HEN:

CANADA'S

GROUNDBREAKING

Submitted by Michael Cahen and jaleen Grove,
Scholar-in-Residence, at The Cahen Foundation
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On loan from The Cahen Archives is a rare
glimpse into a nationally significant and culturally
important collection of work by an artist whose
creativity was forestalled by his early death, in
1956 at age 40.
Oscar Cahen was born in Denmark and studied
design, illustration and painting across Europe,
eventually working as a professor in his field in
Prague. He was a child of his rime - a German-Jewish
artist who, along with his father, the author of Men
Against Hitler, was forced into exile as a resulc of
the Third Reich's cultural policies. His early career
and formative years were shaped as a consequence
of being part of the central European intellectual

community dispersed worldwide who regarded
themselves, righcly, as continuing the culcural
vanguard begun in the lace nineteenth century.
When Oscar landed in Canada at the age 24
in 1940, an artist in exile, and an internee at
an enemy alien camp near Sherbrooke, Quebec,
he brought with him an artistic sensibility and
command of technique honed at the feet of his
father, and in the studios of art schools in Germany,
France, Italy and Czechoslovakia. His natural
talents as an artist and illustrator soon came to the
attention of art directors in Montreal and Toronto.
Their support and patronage enabled him co earn
his living from his arc and, in so doing, advance
the modernist movement in his new country.
Cahen's rise co the position as one of the Canada's
finest commercial designers, illustrarors and
painters was meteoric. His singular reputation in

ILLUSTRATOR
chisarea rests on exquisicelyrendered ill uscracionsfor
short stories,and dynamic compositionschat appeared
in the 1940s and through the mid-1950s on the
covers and in the pages of Canadian magazines
and books. Cahen's expressive hallmarks are
evident in the liveliness of his lin e, the range
of his colour palette, the scope of his talents,
the many and different personal styles of his
work and the unique points of view he gave ro
readers, by virtue of his work.
Over time, thanks co virtuosity and a preference
for a very loose, gestural style, and because he
had builc up a very trusting and friendly relationship
with art directors, Oscar could gee away with not
passing rough work by for approval. If they didn't
like something he could simply re-do it. Oscar
really represented the emergence in Canada of
the new kind of illustrator who was expected co
push the envelope and assert himself creatively.
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Henry Eric Bergman, Castle Mountain, 1931, wood engraving on Japanese paper, 15.5 x 20.5 cm, Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies

PICTURING THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY
Written byAnne Ewen

JUNE

8 TO OCTOBER

MAIN

GALLERY

13,

2013

OPENING RECEPTIONSATURDAY,
JUNE 8, 7 PM

The consequence of the Canadian Pacific Railway's
(CPR) ingenuity and influence on the cultural
and historic fabric of Canada continues to be
immeasurable. Canadians inextricably link their
heritage with the building of the railway and the
connection it provided in shaping our nation.
Since its inception, the CPR has become ingrained
in the psyche of the nation. For better or worse,
blasts from her engines are daily reminders of the
frequency of rolling stock travelling across the
country. Smaller cities and rural centres in the
West are acutely aware of the continued presence
of the CPR and strive to coexist within mutually
established relationships and partnerships at the
4 TrlE CAIRN

community level. Integrated by economics, these
centres strategically allocate commercial and industrial sites, accept traffic patterns and commuter
schedules and place residential areas in support of
the CPR's thoroughfare .

Charles Fraser Comfort, Hommage, l 968, oil
on canvas, 128 x 184 cm, Whyte Museum of
the Canadian Rockies

When the CPR introduced
the free pass
program to artists, their initial intent was not to
create awareness of Canadian art, nor necessarily
encourage patronage, but principally, it was to
promote the western regions of Canada and sell
tickets as a means of diminishing the huge debt
incurred by the railways' construction. Sir William
Cornelius Van Horne, in his capacity as builder
and later President of the CPR, rightly knew that
a successful marketing campaign needed to target
European sensibilities. Thus he encouraged several
prominent artists and photographers to capture the
beauty of the Canadian West. Instead of paying the
artists for their participation, perks were provided
in the form of free rail passage, temporary railcar
studios, accommodation at mountain lodges and
the promotion of their works at international
exhibitions. The resulting images, valued for their
artistic technique and the artist's intercontinental
connections, created a pictorial vision of the West as
and idyllic destination for tourism and settlement.

EXHIBITIONS

Peter von Tiesenhausen, Peregrinator
Furthermore, these early works spurred the desire to
preserve some land in its natural pristine state and
thus began the national parks system in Canada.
By 1889, the exciting days of mountain and west
coast landscape painting were over, but artists were
still sent west and railway commissions continued
to the beginning of World War I. By then, the
nation's preoccupation with its landscape had all
but disappeared until the emergence of the Group
of Seven some 30 years later. Like the CPR artists
before them and those thereafter, each was drawn
by the challenges the land presented . This second,
better know landscape tradition unwittingly
developed both an aesthetic and nationalist
characteristic and in turn encouraged further
artistic expression . Creative enclaves sprang up
across the country. Art clubs, groups and schools of
artistic thought each challenged or expanded upon
the precepts of the time . In the Canadian West,
artist's preoccupation with landscape was not only
influenced by the Group of Seven but also by the
British invasion of artists such as Walter Phillips,
A. C. Leighton and H. G. Clyde. Collectively,

their protege would further ingrain the landscape
tradition while pushing the boundaries of artistic
expression. National and international artists
continue to be challenged by the mountain landscape, rendering it with contemporary methods
of interpretation and thought.

Picturing the Canadian Pacific Railway is an
exhibition chat showcases important Canadian
historic treasures and evocative new contemporary
art . The exhibition will provide an opportunity to
view important Canadian historic and contemporary
treasures and through them, learn about some of
the most complex and exhilarating eras in Canadian
history. Pristine landscapes, the grandeur of the
sublime and beautiful images, opulence and
adventure are juxtaposed against horrific working
conditions and harsh and volatile terrain. Through
their images, the exhibition acknowledges the work
of numerous artists, the influence of their paintings
on the national and regional awarenessand the impact
of their visual contribution to the natural and cultural
history of Canada.

Focusing on the CPR mainline from Calgary to
Glacier House, the Whyte Museum will draw
upon its own impressive collection and combine
chose with fine works from ocher public and private
lenders. The exhibition features artists from
the historic CPR "pass program" through to
contemporary stars Peter von Tiesenhausen,
Ciprian Mure~an, Michael Cameron, Jeff Spalding
and Kristopher Weinmann. Viewed geographically
from the Ease co the West, the art will demonstrate
the growth or demise of specific communities .
For example, Donald, a thriving town during the
early construction of the CPR is now marked by
minor signage and replaced as a destination by
Field to the East and Golden to the West. The
vicinity of the CPR hotel at Glacier House, long
gone but revisited on well trodden paths, continues
to stir artistic imagination and wonderment.
Imagery throughout the region by artists in the
late 1900s is displayed alongside their contemporary
counterparts. These images provide an insight into
the changing trends in artistic expression and cultural
norms as well as ecological occurrences within the
landscape.

THE FAIRMONT BANFF SPRINGS 125TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
Another great reason to visit in 2013! Celebrations include monthly artist in residence,
heritage tours, culinary specials, spa & golf promotions, and a charity gala.
Enjoy two or more nights with The 125th Castle Celebration package and receive a
$125 resort credit per day! Visit www.fairmont.com/banffsprings
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John Hartman, Invermere and Windermere Lake, 2011 , watercolour,
28.6 x 35.5 cm (11 ¼ x 14 in.), collection of the artist

Camp at Maligne Lake, 1908, Mary Schaffer fonds, (V527/PS 1 - 69),
Whyt e Museum of the Canadian Rockies

JOHN HARTMAN:

GATEWAY TO
THE ROCKIES

THECOLUMBIAIN CANADA
Organized and circulated by the Kelowna Art Gallery

APRIL 27 TO JUNE 2, 2013
RUMMEL

ROOM

Ontario based artist John Hartman is an internationally recognized senior
painter and printmaker. His artistic concern is mainly with landscape,
interpreting the genre freely and idiosyncratically .

The Columbia in Canadaseries is a result of severalvisirs to the south-eastern
region of British Columbia (BC) where Hartman randomly selected
locales to observe and paint the surroundings. A move from the broad
sweeping strokes of his familiar large studio oil paintings, these small, intimate
watercolours detail the characteristicsof the Columbia River'spath.
Hartman's work harkens to 18th and 19th century topographical maps where
the lay of the land is accurately described. From a lookout at the highways
edge, each image is drawn in pale blue then filled with a limited palette. The
scaleof the images is emphasizedby dense markings and a=ntuated by intense
colour and contrasting light, providing a figurative narration about the land
and the human history that impacts it. With its headwaters in the Rocky
Mountains of south-eastern BC, the river flows north before sharply turning
south, spilling through numerous dams before meeting the PacificOcean. The
Columbia River watershed is enormous comprising roughly the size of France.
Born in 1950 in Midland, Ontario, Hartman studied Fine Art at McMaster
University during the 1970s. To succeed as a landscape painter, Hartman
maneuvered the lowest popularity point of the Group of Seven and the
respective ascendancy of colour field painting and conceptual art. Paintings
by the late David Milne, the influence of German Expressionism and the
emergenceofNeo-expressionismin the 1980s impacted his artisticdevelopment.
He first received national exposure with the exhibit and catalogue Big North
the Painting of John Hartman chat toured Canada between 1999 and 2002 .
His most recent large touring show, Cities featured an impressive array of
Canadian urban centres rendered from a raised or aerial perspective. The
exhibition was accompanied by a multi-authored book and travelled Canada
between 2007 and 2009 . Hartman's work is acclaimed by critics and curators
and is held in numerous private and public collections.
6 THECAIRN

ONGOING
HERITAGE

GALLERY

THE STORY : The men and women who explore, inquire and adventure
in the Canadian Rocky Mountains are tough, resilient, curious and
intelligent .. . all are shaped by their moments here and all are shaping
the culture of this place .
The Whyte Museum's Gateway to the Rockies exhibition communicates
the history of the Canadian Rockies, using artifacts, artworks, archival
photographs, recordings and documents. This fun, interactive exhibition
(complete with a full-size helicopter, a Brewster touring car, a railway
snowshed and much more) brings to life the men and women who shaped
the culture of these mountains.
NEW! - GATEWAY TO THE ROCKIES TOURS

Take a tour of the Gateway to the Rockies exhibit and learn how these
mountains were opened up to all. Who were the guides in this unforgiving
landscape? Who explored its nature and beauty and who protected it?
Many people have been drawn to these peaks, some made a living here,
others came to visit year after year. Come discover their stories .

Tours offered twice daily from June through September 2013,
or book a group visit.
THE GATEWAY TO THE ROCKIES FUND
Ongoing support of the Gateway to the Rockiesexhibition is gready
appreciated. Beyond the initial design and installation of the exhibit,
ongoing upgrades and enhanced educational features are a part of
our long-term plan to keep chis exhibition up-to-date and fresh.
Donations of any amount are welcome. All donations will be
acknowledged and donations over $25 will receive an official
tax receipt.
To sponsor chis inspiring exhibition please contact: Brett Oland,
Executive Director, Whyte Foundation, at 403-762-2291
extension 305, or boland@whyte.org

THE

SWISS GUIDES ROOM

WHYTE
MUSEUM

SHOP

ARTSHOWS & SALES

Chiefjohn Hunter and Leah Rider Hunter, ca. 1906-1920, Byron Harmon photographer

STONEY: FIRST NATION PORTRAITS BY BYRON HARMON
MAY 18 TO JULY 9, 2013
Opening Reception Saturday, May 18 from 1 to 4 PM
In the early twentieth century Byron Harmon made portraits of individuals
from the Stoney First Nations, working on the Stoney Reserve and at Banff

Indian Days. The copies of these images featured in this exhibition capture
both nobility and sorrow, uncompromising in their honesty. The original
hand coloured photographs hung for many years in Harmony Drugstore in
the Harmon Building in Banff. These sensitive portraits depict aspects oflife
on the reserve.

Louise Olinger,

Christine Ford,

Rollin' Throughthe Rockies,

Rainy Day,

watercolour

acrylic on canvas

TRAINS & MOUNTAINS

CHRISTINE FORD: ECHOES OF HOME

JULY 13 TO SEPTEMBER 3, 2013

SEPTEMBER 7 TO NOVEMBER

Opening Reception Saturday, July 13 from 1 to 4 PM

Opening Reception Sarurday, September 7 from 1 to 4 PM

Upon the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Canada became united
from coast to coast. Unknown picturesque vistas opened up to become
inspiration for Canadians, adventurers and artists. This contemporary art
show features local artists chat pay homage to the first artists chat stepped
off the trains and captured these amazing views.

Christine is the fourth generation of her family to be born and raised in Banff.
Her upbringing has created a strong connection and a deep love for her home
and its picturesque environment, which she strives to share with her audience.
Echoesof Home is a collection oflandscapes of the Canadian Rocky Mountains
created in oils, acrylics and pen and ink.

12, 2013
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Dorothy Carleton and Chic Scott at Abegweit, February 17, 2013 , Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies

FIRESIDE CHATS AT THE WHYTE:

WHERE PAST AND PRESENT MEET
Written byJennifer Rutkair
The Archives of the Whyte Museum is renewing the
oral history program begun by Peter and Catharine
Whyte . Originally an informal interviewing and
recording program maintained by Archives' staff
and volunteers, our new storytelling initiative is
called FiresideChats at the Whyte.Throughout the
year, Bow Valley residents will be invited to share
their personal stories and experiences at Abegwei t,
the historic Crosby home in Banff. The interviews
are conducted by mountain historian Chic Scott,
an experienced and accomplished interviewer, who
donated to the archives 95 of his own interviews
collected during his research for Pushingthe Limits:
Will Schmidt
The Storyof CanadianMountaineering.
of Sky Light Pictures will provide creative and
technical direction for the Fireside Chats project
and is also producing the audio and visual recordings
of the interviews.

Fireside Chats at the Whyte is an important
storytelling initiative that will continue the tradition
begun by Peter and Catharine Wh yte. Peter and
Catharine used a reel-to-reel tape recorder as early
8 THE CAIRN

as 1950. Recordings they captured ranged from
favorite radio programs, such as CFCN's musical
broadcast Hawaii Callsto calls of elk bugling outside
their front door. Of particular enduring value
are the conversations recorded with prominent
residents of the Canadian Rockies, including the
Stoney.

"Wedon'tdo itfor fun, it'sfor interest
- education."
Peter and Catharine Whyte speaking co unidentified woman,
ca. 1950, (S37/37, Peter and Catharine Whyt e fonds)

The oral history program is an important part of
the Museum 's archival mandate - to acquire,
preserve and make available the documentary
heritage of the Canadian Rocky Mountains.
This program documents the past by recording
the life histories and memories in the words and
voices of Bow Valley history makers. The memories
collected will be preserved and made available in
the Archives and online through our website with
accompanying
transcripts,
allowing future
generations to search and browse a living archive .

_Reel-co-reel recorder used by Peter and Catharine Whyte,
1950s, Whyt e Museum of th e Canadian Rocki es

Long-time Banff residents Rob Crosby, Dorothy
Carleton and Ralphine Locke were the first three
interviews of the FiresideChats at the Whyte oral
history program . These interviews will be
available for consultation shortly. Fireside Chats
at the Whyte programs are open to the public. Visit
www.whyte.org/programs for upcoming dates .
Interviews start at 2:30 and are very well attended .
Arrive early for a cup of tea and a front row seat.

RECENTACQUISITIONS

LYNN MALIN'S
BANFF MORNING
Lynn Malin's gracious donation of the signature piece from her recent
exhibition In Light of Winter (November 2012 to January 2013) is a
stunning addition to our contemporary art holdings . Specifically created
for chat exhibition, Banjf Morning (2012, oil on canvas) provides a visual
commentary of the town and an artistic rendition of the era.

CHARLIE BEIL'S ROANY
Recently donated to the Whyte Museum, Roany is a painted plaster cast
made by Charlie Beil (1894-1976) especially for Alec Addington
Ballachey Jr. The work was produced prior to World War II and
given to Alec before he was killed in action. Roany is on view in
the Alpine Artists section of the Gateway to the Rockies exhibition
along with other fine works from the collection by Nicholas de
Grandmaison and Carl Rungius.
Charlie Beil pursued his interest in art after meeting famed American
western cowboy artist Charlie Russell in Glacier Park, Montana. Seeding
permanently in Banff in 1934, Beil established a studio and began to produce
murals, dioramas and bronze sculptures. The recipient of a number of
distinguished awards and honours, Beil was a man for all seasons, a gifted
storyteller, an outdoors and wildlife enthusiast and a distinguished sculptor.
He has been described as an unassuming peoples' person and a sympathetic
mentor to aspiring artists.

In addition to enriching the Whyte Museum's Charlie Beil collection, chis
donation resonates on a number of levels. It was a gift to the Museum from
Alec's younger brother John and his wife Isamay Ballachey.Their daughter,
Barbara Ballacheyis a talented visual artist and is represented in the Museum's
art collection by an acrylic painting on paper, View of Beaver Pond. Barbara
studied at The Banff Centre and was a friend of Jon Whyte . Charlie Beil's
wife Olive was a dedicated Whyte Museum volunteer who served tea many
weekend afternoons in the Swiss Guides Room. Her pleasant nature and
astute memory served all as she shared insightful stories and rich experiences.
Her drive and energy resulced in a gift from the Devonian Foundation that
demonstrated the entire sculpture casting process and provided the
Museum with a fine collection of Charlie Beil's work .

DWAYNE HARTY'S MOOSE
Over three years, artist Dwayne Harty travelled and painted the rugged
Yellowstone to Yukon corridor. Harty captured impressions of the landscape
and wildlife for Yellowstone to Yukon: The journey of Wildlife and Art
(June to November 2012) , an unprecedented international exhibition
about art and its connection to nature conservation. While in Banff in
2012 , Harty painted in the region and worked out of the second floor
studio at the Whyte home. As a token of gratitude, Harty donated
Moose, oil on canvas , 23 x 30.5 cm .
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Exterior of the historical Crosby home, Abegweit, photograph by Andrew Querner

SUPPORT OUR HERITAGE COLLECTION

ABEGWEIT: THE CROSBY HOME
Hopefully by now you will have visited the
historical, Crosby family home on the Whyte
Museum grounds, known as Abegweit. We
have been hard at work these past months,
cleaning, painting, repairing, sewing, designing
and building. Renovations of the ground floor
rooms are almost complete and the house has
already been used by a number of local
organizations
and community groups for
their meetings and events. But there's still work
co be done. The upstairs rooms need some attention
(a leaky roof in years past damaged ceilings) and
once spring arrives we have plans for bringing
the grounds of the house back to their former
verdant glory.
A small team of Museum staff are engaged in this
work, but we'd love to have some extra hands to
help. If you'd like to get involved, whether it
be planting shrubs, waxing floors, wallpapering
rooms or even serving tea at our FiresideChats at
the Whyte, held at Abegweit, please let us know.
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Interior of the hisrorical Crosby home, Abegweic, phorograph by Andrew Querner

We'd love to have you on board. Abegweit is a
treasure for the whole community to enjoy and
we look forward to seeing you there soon!

To rent the house, donate furnishingsor volunteeryour
time, pleasecontact NatalieFedrauat 403-762-2291
extension315, or natalie@whyte.org

SUPPORT
THEWHYTE
SUPPORT OUR ARCHIVES

THE HANS GMOSER: FILM
PRESERVATION PROJECT
Between 1957 and 1968, Hans Gmoser produced
ten films of mountain adventure which he then
toured across North America. Many people have
wonderful memories of chose presentations: Hans
at the microphone dressed in his Austrian sweater,
glorious ski and climbing images on the screen and
beautiful classical music in che air. For many chose
evenings were the beginning of long love affairs
with che mountains.
Soon ic will be possible co relive chose magic
experiences. Chic Scott and Marg Saul, in
partnerships with the Whyte Museum, and with
the assistance of professional film-maker Will
Schmidt, are digitizing and reassembling these
films, just as they were 50 years ago. View che trailer
for che films at www.whyte.org/archives/projects/
How You Can Help - For $500 you coo can
support chis project and help make Hans'

remarkable films available for personal use.
For chis donation you will receive a 10 DVD
Collector's Edition Sec plus a $400.00 income tax
receipt from the Whyte Museum of the Canadian
Rockies . These exclusive films will not be
commercially available for five years.

If you would like to know more about chis project,
pleasecontact Chic Scott at chic_scott@hotmail.com

If you would like co make a donation and receive
a sec of DVDS, please send a cheque for $500.00
payable to the Whyte Museum of the Canadian
Rockies, 111 Bear Street, Box 160, Banff, AB,
Canada, TlL 1A3. Please mark on your cheque
"Hans Gmoser Film Preservation Project" and
send ic ro the attention of Brett Oland, Executive
Director Whyte Foundation. You can also contact
Brett Oland at 403-762-2291 extension 305, or
boland@whyte.org

Hans Gmoser with movie camera, ca. 1960s,
Han s Gmoser fonds (V68 accn 7361), Whyte
Museum of the Canadian Rockies

BECOME A
WHYTE MUSEUM MEMBER
Whyte Museum Members receive
wonderful benefits including:
• Free admission co the Museum
• Free admission co public tours
• Free subscription co our monthly
electronic e-news and mail or
electronic delivery of The Cairn
and the Calendar of Events
• Personal invitation to Museum
openings and events
• 10% discount on regular purchases at
The Whyte Museum Shop and 5%
discount on consignment items
Frederick Marlett Bell-Smith, Trestlesat the Loop, 1890, watercolouron paper,Whyte Museum of the CanadianRockies

• Reciprocal access co partner museums

SUPPORT OUR ART COLLECTIONS

• Free use of children's Museo Packs

PICTURING THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY

• Member discounts on special programs

Picturing the Canadian PacificRailway, June 8 to
October 13, 2013, showcases important Canadian
historic treasures and evocative contemporary art.
In creating this exhibition, the Whyte Museum
will draw upon its own impressive collection and
combine chose with fine works from other public
and private lenders. Public donations in support

of che exhibition will help co offset the cost of
transporting co the Whyte Museum rarely seen
paintings from other regions of Canada. To
support the Picturingthe CanadianPacificRailway
exhibition, please contact Natalie Fedrau at
403-762-2291
extension 315, or natalie@
whyte.org

With visitors co the Whyte Museum now
being admitted by donation, in place of
Museum admission fees, exciting changes
will soon be announced regarding Members'
benefits.For more infunnation please contact
Natalie Fedrauat 403-762-2291 extension
315,ornatalie@whyte.org
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THANK

YOU

OUR DONORS
JANUARY 1

DECEMBER 31, 2012

T he Whyte Museum gratefully acknowledges the support, gifts and services of
the following government agencies, foundations, organizations, corporations,
businesses, individuals and friends.
GOVERNMENT AND FOUNDATIONS
Alberta Culture and Community Spirit
Alberta Employment and Immigration,
Summer Temporary Employment Program
Alberta Foundation for the Arts
Alberta Museums Association
Archives Society of Alberta
Canada Summer Jobs
Canadian Museums Association,
Canadian Heritage
Young Canada Works
Community Facilities Enhancement Program
Parks Canada
The Eleanor Luxton Historical Foundation

COMMUNITYPARTNERSHIPS
AND SUPPORT
Alpine Club of Canada
Banff Heritage Tourism
Banff Lake Louise Tourism
Canadian Rockies Public Schools
Southern Alberta Institute ofTechnology
Stoney Education Authority, Morley
The Banff Centre
The Juniper Hotel
Town ofBanff

DONORS
John and Merilyn Adler
Alberta Land Surveyors Association
Alpine Club of Canada
Roy Andersen
Charlott e and Dennis Apedaile
Marjorie and Neil Armstrong
Kathy and Paul Arney
Roman and Sigrid Babicki
G . Allan Baker
Irene Bakker
Bank of Montreal
Charles B. Barlow
Pat Bavin
Cheryl Baxter
Don Beers
Jeanne Bickford
Belinda and Thomas Boleantu
G len and Elizabeth Boles
Earl and Heather Boon
Joan and Sean Booth
Elizabeth Bowes
Annette Brewster
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Robert and Helen Buck
Francis and Victoria Buckley
Calvert Family
Douglas and Mary Campbell
Kathy Campbell
Lucie Cantrell
Dorothy Carleton
Jean Carter
Danaze Chambers
Robert and Myrtle Charles
Garry Clarke
Clevenger-Campos Family
Pat and Jim Conway
Jim Cullen
Patricia Cullimore
Adriana Davies
Michael B. Davies
Carol Davison
Kevin and Martina de Hod
Rob and Susan Desbarats
Mike Des Brisay and Maja Beck
Leslie and Russell Desjardins,
in memory of Laura Kennedy (nee Kapteyn)
Franz and Roberta Dopf
Paul and Katherine Dudzinski
Rob Dykeman and Cathie Lank
Bob Edwards
Dr. Glen E. Edwards
Murray and Heather Edwards
Geraldine I. Fish
Jean and Stewart Fisher
Rob ert and Patsy Fleming
K. M . Francis
Mimi and Bill Freedman
Leslie and Cliff Fryers
Lloyd and Fran Gallagher
Jim Gardner
Paul and Willa Geddes
Leslie Geran
Dennis and Una Gibson
Margaret Gmoser
Eveline Wheatley Goodall
Andrea Gould and Paul Valentine
Betty Anne Graves
Joel Hagen and Nadine Fletcher,
Great Divide Nature Interpretation
Lynn and Leo Grillmair
Rick and Crystal Halhead
Pat and Bob Hane y

E. E. (Beth) Harmon
Jay and Janet Harris
Don Hayda
Ross and Nancy Hayes
Gail Hinchliffe
Marjory Hind
Carol and Michael Honey
Phyllis H . Horpenuk
Jan and Mike Huminuik
Kimanda Jarzebiak
Peter and Judith Jekill
Huw and Mary Jenkins
Gary Jennings
Carolann and Cy Johnson
Tristan Jones
Marjorie G. Jones
Robert and Ann Jones
Sayoko Kagitani
Barbara Whyte Kapteyn
Christine and John Kapteyn
Stephen Kennedy
Nancy Knechtel
Karen Kunelius
Gerald Kvill
Wes Lafortune
Lake Louise Ski Area Ltd
Michale and Richard Lang
Michael and Marsha Laub
Susan and Geoffrey Lefferts
Mar y Logan
Yvonne and Doug Machuk
Dora Helen Mackie
Brenda and Ian Macki e
Marilyn Ross Professional Corp .
Dan and Jane Marinangeli
Jill and John Martland
Tim and Jane Mason
Ron and Evelyn Matthews
A. Ross McBain
Fred and Dixie McCall
Grit and Scott Mc C reath
Sean McGoldrick
Mike and Diane Mdvor
Lachlin and Julianne McKinnon
Brent McLean
Derek McManu s
Lesley A. E. McNutt
Don Mickle
Don Millik en

THANK
Ted and Judy Mills
Elaine Montgomery
Catherine Moore and Terry Pearce
Patricia and Norbert Morgenstern
Pat and Baiba Morrow
Lona Munck, in honour of Donald Fay Becker
Stanley Munn and Patricia Cucman
Michael Nesbitt
Rae and Lloyd Nixon
Blair and Kim Nixon
Charles S. Noble
Espen Nordahl
Graeme and Lori Nunn
John and Marie Nylund
Brett Oland
Richard and Barbra Oland,
in memory of Laura Kennedy (nee Kapteyn)
Donald Parsons
Art and Margaret Patterson
Fred and Molly Pessl
Nona Phillips
Frances A. Plaunt
Barry and Gail Pollock
Barbara Poole
Nancy Preston Bredbeck
William and Kathryn Putnam
James and Ruth Quinn
Margrit Ramel
Gordon Rathbone
Bonnie and Jack Rawlyck
Frances Rawson
Ken Read
Virgina Rodrigues , in honour of Hazel de Silva
Eugene Rudnisky
Bernard and Catherine Schor
Hans and Helen Schwartz
Lorne W Scott
Mona and Ray Seguin
William and Toshimi Sembo
Mike and Sylvia Simpson
Jean Slaght, in memory of Bill Slaght
Hope and Jim Smith
Bill and Barbara Smyth
Francis and Renee Sages
David and Peggy Sokol
Ingeborg Stolz
Jos Storm
Michael and Broda Stuart
Ferdinand and Heather Taxbock
The BanffCentre
Shirley Thomas
James W Thorsell
Rozann and Yantai Tsai
Universiry of Alberta,
Department of History and Classics
Liana Van der Bellen
S. L. Varga

Henry Vaux, Jr.
Prindle Vaux, in memor y of Myrtle Potts Harris
Elizabeth and John Veres
Imo and Jacqueline von Neudegg
M.Vroom
Don Waters and Susan Baker
Donald and Sharon Watkins
Catherine Watt
James Webb
Gregory Wells and Joyce Meuring
Dianne Wheeler
Dr. Terry and Sue White
Tristan White Jones, Brad and Donna White,
Cliff and Johanne White
Andrew Whittick
Harold Whyte
Erwin Widmer and Lorraine Widmer-Carson
Lorraine Williamson
Melissa and Kelly Wilson
Murray and Penny Young
Ray and Beth Zell
A,, well as anonymous donors
GIFTS TO THE COLLECTION

James D . Anderson
John and Isamay Ballachey
BanffMountain Film & Book Festival
Marion and Leo Berchtold
David R. Berg
John Blair
Bow Valley Naturalists
Alison Bradford
Coteau Books
Anita Crosby Battrum
Mary Downie
Robert Edwards
Elizabeth Rummel School
Lindsay Elms
Lynda Enarson
Maureen Enns
Charlene Fisher
Merna Forster
Daniel Francis
Robert and Myrtle Guest
Bob Harper
Art Harris
Lona Harris
Dwayne Harry
Wendy Klotz
Corrine and Lou Kovacik
Michale Lang
Anita Lunden
Lynn Malin
Richard Mole
Patricia Cucman and Stanley Munn
Oxford Universiry Press
Karen Paul

YOU

Bobbye Ruth Potter
Charles and Susan Powell
Keith Powell
The Price family
Marion and George Raham
Kathy Renie
Virginia Reymes
Sandy Richer
Rocky Mountain Books
Cheryl and Emerson Sanford
Charles (Chic) Scott
Bill and Barb Simoes
Anna and William Smith
Elwyn Smith
Summerthought Publishing
Takao Tanabe
Don B. Thomas
Joanne Thomas
Jean Thompson
Town of Banff
Universiry of Alberta
Universiry of Calgary Press
John Wheeler
Mike Will
Priscilla Wilson
Norman Yates A.O.C.A.
SERVICES AND GIFTS-IN-KIND

Avalanche Movie Co.
BanffMount Norquay
Bank of Montreal
Ken, Ron, Bob and Sandy,
Bumper 's Beef House Restaurant
Chili's Grill & Bar
Chocolaterie Bernard Callebaut
Anita Bamum Crosby
Herb Drager
Evelyn's Coffee Bar
Great Canadian Dollar Srore
Ted Hart
Leadership Development, The Banff Centre
Lux Cinema Centre
Sandy Richer
Ricky's All Day Grill
Marg Saul
Will Schmidt
Charles (Chic) Scott
Starbucks Coffee
Town of Banff
Carole Chardon Wells
Jack Whitworth
We have made every effort to accurately recognize
our generous donors. However if you notice any
errors or omissions from this list please contact
Natalie Fedrau at 403-762-2291 extension 315
or natalie@whyte.org.
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SHOP LOCALLY & SUPPORT

BOW VALLEY ARTISTS

• Art Shows & Sales • Unique Gifts • Books and Stationery
BUS INES SES,
OPEN

please ask us about our wholesale items

DAILY

Summer Hours (June 1 to Sept. 15) 9:30 AM to 6 PM
Winter Hours (Sept. 16 to May 31) 10 AM to 5 PM
Closed

December

25 and January

l l l BEAR STREET

Frequently Requested
Telephone Extensions
Switchboard : .................... 403 762-2291 EXT.
Reception ..................... ............... ........... 300
Administration ........... ...................... ..... 304

Art and Heritage ...... ..... ..... .................. 306
Photography .............. ........... ................. 308
Education ............................................... 326
Membership .................... ...................... 315
Marketing and Communications ............ 316
Whyte Foundation ........................ ........ 305
Archives and Library .............................

335

Museum Shop ......................................... 340

•

1

403

762-2291

WHYTE
MUSEUMefthe

CANADIAN
ROCKIES
111 Bear Street, Box 160
Banff, Alberta Tl L 1A3
Tel : 403 762 -229 1 • Fax: 403 762-8 919
info @whyce.org • whyte.org
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